**Dragon Lady Halts Senior Elections! Springer Protests**

On Tuesday, November 21, the special Senior elections found themselves running a poor second to the new exhibit in the Lobby of Building 10. "Exhibits like these, in times like these cannot be tolerated," exclaimed Clinton H. Springer, 6-45, chairman of the Elections Committee. Last night in the special statement to The Tech, as the final count showed that only 140 stalwart Seniors out of 373 got by the barrier and managed to vote. Students and staff members alike clustered three deep around original drawings by Milton Caniff, the creator of "Terry and the Pirates.""<br>

Colored studies of Pat Ryan, the Dragon Lady, Terry Lee, Burma and Connie, are featured, as well as notebook sketches of background and details used in the comic strip.<br>

**Comic Strips Shown**

Glimpses of the past action and some of the transitory characters are introduced by a number of the full page, colored Sunday comic sections. A series of plates depict the mechanical production of the strip, from the drawing to engraving and colored plates.<br>

Milton Caniff was born in Hillboro, Ohio, in 1907. He attended Ohio State University where he spent time in dramatics and the art department of the college magazine. In 1932 he accepted a job with the Associated Press and two years later "Terry and the Pirates" appeared.<br>

**Terry Now Fights Japs**

Since that time Terry and Pat Ryan have mixed with an assorted collection of villains, the latest being the Japanese, while increasing number of readers, American and otherwise watched with bated breath. Caniff, besides his regular work, has illustrated the Army's Pocket Guide To China, and contributed to all the Army camp newspapers.

---

**Blood Donors**

*(Continued from Page 1)*

report of February 16. Of this number, 502 donations were made by students, and 339 by the staff. It is also of interest that approximately 70 donors have made their eighth contributions, thus becoming members of the Gallon Club.

**Leading Donors Listed**

Members of the staff and students who made the greatest number of donations are: Professors Paul M. Chalmers and George B. Thomas, Jr., who lead with thirteen pints each; followed by Dr. Avery A. Ashdown, 12; K. T. Momose, 12; Leon F. Graves, 10; Prof. Earl B. Millard, 10; Warren Loud, 10; Sidney G. Morse, 10; Dr. Irwin Sizer, 9; Arthur A. Bright, 9; and Dr. Karl W. Deutsch, 9.

---

**Prof. Slater Gives Lecture On "The Future Of Physics"**

The Physics Society presented Professor John C. Slater as their first speaker this term. He spoke on the topic "The Future of Physics" to a large group audience in Room 6-120.<br>

Professor Slater discussed the history of nuclear research and its probable future developments. The constitution of the Physics Society has been presented to the Institute Committee for approval.

---

**Dean Harrison Gives Talk "Men With MacArthur"**

On Tuesday, November 21, George R. Harrison, Dean of Science Administration, gave a lecture at the special Senior elections found themselves running a poor second to the new exhibit in the Lobby of Building 10. "Exhibits like these, in times like these cannot be tolerated," exclaimed Clinton H. Springer, 6-45, chairman of the Elections Committee. Last night in the special statement to The Tech, as the final count showed that only 140 stalwart Seniors out of 373 got by the barrier and managed to vote. Students and staff members alike clustered three deep around original drawings by Milton Caniff, the creator of "Terry and the Pirates.""<br>

Colored studies of Pat Ryan, the Dragon Lady, Terry Lee, Burma and Connie, are featured, as well as notebook sketches of background and details used in the comic strip.<br>

**Comic Strips Shown**

Glimpses of the past action and some of the transitory characters are introduced by a number of the full page, colored Sunday comic sections. A series of plates depict the mechanical production of the strip, from the drawing to engraving and colored plates.<br>

Milton Caniff was born in Hillboro, Ohio, in 1907. He attended Ohio State University where he spent time in dramatics and the art department of the college magazine. In 1932 he accepted a job with the Associated Press and two years later "Terry and the Pirates" appeared.<br>

**Terry Now Fights Japs**

Since that time Terry and Pat Ryan have mixed with an assorted collection of villains, the latest being the Japanese, while increasing number of readers, American and otherwise watched with bated breath. Caniff, besides his regular work, has illustrated the Army's Pocket Guide To China, and contributes a comic strip, Male Call, to all the Army camp newspapers.

---
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---

**Prof. Meissner To Talk Before A.I.Ch.E. Today**

Prof. Herman P. Meissner will speak at 5:00 P.M. today in Room 4-70 instead of last week, as previously announced, at this term's first meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. He will talk about the "Aims and Purposes of the A.I.Ch.E." All students who are interested are invited to attend.

The society is planning its first plant trip on November 30 through the General Ice Cream Corp. The fifteen men who have signed up for the trip will meet at the Chemical Engineering bulletin board at 2 P.M. Thursday.

**Senior Elections**

*(Continued from Page 1)*

6-45 to be Secretary of the Athletic Association. The new officers elected by the Nautical Association were also approved. These officers are: Richard Worrell, 2-46, Commodore; Charles K. Bloomer, 2-46, Vice-Commodore; Lawrence A. White, 2-46, Secretary, and Morton S. Bromfield, 2-46, Treasurer. The Institute Committee discussed the elections of Freshmen section-leaders which are to be held in the Drawing Room sections and are to be completed within the next two weeks.

---

**Have a “Coke”= ¡Adelante con la musica!**

*(GET IN THE GROOVE!)*

---

**...or getting along in Guatemala**

Music and Coca-Cola spell friendship among our Latin-American neighbors just as they do here at home. Have a "Coke" is an invitation of welcome as quickly understood in Guatemala as in Georgia. In many lands around the globe, Coca-Cola has become the same symbol of friendliness that it is in your own living room.

**BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY**

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF BOSTON

---

**The First Church of Christ, Scientist**

Palmers, North and St. Paul Sts., Boston, Massachusetts

Sunday Services 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.; Sunday School 10:45 a.m.; Wednesday evening 8:00 p.m., which includes testimonies of Christian Science healing.

Sunday Schools—Free to the Public. 3 Mills St., 49 Boylston St., Little Building, Street Floor; 60 Beacon St., rear; Massachusetts Ave., 1750 Boylston Street, Coolidge Corner. Authorization and approval literature on Christian Science may be read or obtained.

---
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